Development of Underwater Drilling Robot based on Earthworm Locomotion
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ABSTRACT In this paper, a drilling robot based on earthworm locomotion was developed for seafloor exploration. Seabed mineral resources are found on the bottom of the ocean. The drilling robot developed herein can excavate and obtain samples of seafloor soil. The present study was inspired by the results of a previous study, in which a drilling robot based on earthworm locomotion developed for land successfully demonstrated the ability to create curved boreholes of 1670-mm turning radius and 613-mm depth. By principle, earthworm locomotion is propelled without rubbing the side of the robot against the wall of the borehole. That is, the movement is not affected by earth pressure, and thus, it is facilitated deep into the soil region, which makes it is suitable for underground exploration robots. Seafloor explorations, in essence, could be realized by improving the gripping torque of the drilling robot and reducing its drilling torque. To resolve the problem, three points were addressed in this paper. First, a setae-attached propulsion unit patterned to an earthworm structure was designed to attain an improved gripping torque for a subunit, typically at 30 kPa, by 1.7 times compared to that without setae. Second, the drilling resistance was reduced by the adjustment of the penetration and rotational speeds of the drilling robot based on the drilling properties of underwater ground. Lastly, the shape of the earth auger was considered for the reduction of the drilling torque. Following these solutions, the developed robot succeeded in drilling 430 mm into an underwater soil.

INDEX TERMS Drilling robot, Underwater excavation, Earthworm, Seafloor exploration, Marine robotics

I. INTRODUCTION Seabed mineral deposits, including rare earth elements, were found on the bottom of the ocean [1-3]. Samples of these resources should be collected and analyzed prior to utilization [4, 5] as sampling generally provides substantial clarification on their make-up process and distribution. Fig. 1 illustrates a general sampling method (vertical drilling) for seafloor explorations, which is similar to the method used in geological boring surveys. Here, a pipe-shaped sampler, e.g., a gravity corer, is sent from the drillship to the seafloor to collect soil samples [6-9]. There are also seafloor drilling robots such as the MeBo [10]. These robots do not need to stretch the drill tool from the sea water surface. Through these methods, samples can be obtained continuously with no operational disruptions. Thus, it is useful for acquiring the geological profile in the vertical direction. Nonetheless, it is an inefficient approach for investigating deposits widely distributed in the horizontal direction, given that the sampling range is limited to the diameter of the pipe (approximately 100 mm). This issue is compensated in the present study with the development of a seafloor robotic explorer design especially aimed for horizontal excavation and collection of rare earth element samples. By convention, these elements get deposited 2–3 m beneath the deep sea floor [11]. Wide-scale area exploration is possible by deployment of multiple robots to autonomously search beneath the seabed.

Three types of drilling robots have been proposed: striking-penetration, screw, and bioinspired. The first classification includes PLUTO [12], MMUM [13], and Hammer-driven-type penetrator [14], which penetrate the ground with a striking force. Screw-type robots include the screw subsurface explorer [15], STSM [16], and DIGBOT [17], which excavate with low torque using a rotating screw. Bioinspired robots include IDDS [18] and IBR [19], which imitate an inchworm; RoboClam [20], which imitates a razor clam; and an actuated bivalve robot [21], which mimics a bivalve. However, these robots move in such a way that the side rubs with the borehole and dig with the soil pushed away as the drilled soils cannot
be discharged out of the hole. As such, they become susceptible to earth pressure and cannot excavate deep underground.

These challenges can be overcome by focusing on the locomotion of an earthworm [22, 23] because it is only marginally susceptible to earth pressure [24]. In a previous study, we developed a drilling robot named SEAVO, mainly based on earthworm locomotion, and succeeded in excavating a depth of 613 mm at a turning radius of 1670 mm on land [25]. However, our attempt for underwater excavation was not successful.

In this paper, we introduce a vertical-type underwater drilling robot named SEAVO II and discuss the elements and techniques necessary for the realization of a seafloor robotic explorer. Specifically, SEAVO II is designed to support the reaction torque to the body (drilling torque) by the frictional force (gripping torque) acting between the borehole and the robot. In an underwater case, we are concerned with the challenge at which SEAVO II cannot support the drilling torque and becomes unable to excavate because of slipping. Therefore, our interest to realize underwater drilling is stressed on three key points, as follows:

1. Development of a mechanism to improve the gripping torque (Section III).
2. Study of drilling resistance reduction based on the drilling properties of underwater ground (Section IV).
3. Consideration of the earthworm shape for reducing the drilling torque (Section V).

The future operation of SEAVO is described on the right side of Fig. 1. The operational process is divided into five phases: (i) The seabed station carrying SEAVO is dropped from a vessel. Such station is the mother unit and includes a power source for the robot and equipment operation. (ii) SEAVO performs a vertical excavation from the seabed station to the target depth (2–3 m). (iii) SEAVO bends at the target depth, conducts a horizontal excavation, and collects samples inside into its body. (iv) SEAVO returns to the seabed station. (v) The seabed station with SEAVO drops weights and floats up. For the purpose of this paper, we focus on phase (ii) and provide a discussion of the vertical excavation process while the robot is under water.

Accordingly, the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a description of SEAVO II, whereas Section III introduces the developed setae-attached propulsion unit as a mechanism for improving the gripping torque. Section IV discusses the determination of the rotational and penetration speed of SEAVO II contributing to the reduction of the drilling resistance. Section V describes the shape of the earth auger considered for the purpose of reducing the drilling torque. In Section VI, the mechanisms and conditions developed under Sections III, IV, and V are applied on SEAVO II and then evaluated via underwater drilling experiments. Finally, Section VII presents a summary of the main findings and the future research direction.

![FIGURE 1. (a) General sampling method (vertical drilling). (b) Conceptual representation of SEAVO (horizontal drilling) as well as its future operation.](image)

II. SEAVO II CONCEPT

A. EARTHWORM LOCOMOTION

A typical earthworm structure is displayed in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), with the mouth, clitellum, numerous segments divided by septa, a coelom containing the alimentary canal and nerve circuits, and the anus. In reference to Fig. 2(b), the inner wall of the body is composed of two muscle layers: a longitudinal muscle layer on the inside and a circular muscle layer on the outside. When the longitudinal muscle contracts in the axial direction, the segment gets thicker and shorter. When the circular muscle is actuated in a radial direction, the segment becomes thinner and extends in the axial direction. Fig. 2(c) shows all segments, excluding the first, which consist of setae (retractable bristles) that help the earthworm grip surfaces as it moves [26, 27].

The locomotion pattern of the earthworm is shown in Fig. 3. Earthworms nourish their bodies daily with organic matter and soil, and creates a space for their locomotion. An earthworm moves by propagating a retrograde peristalsis wave from the anterior part to the posterior region by muscle contraction in the consecutive segments. Such locomotion manner is described in detail as follows:

1. Longitudinal muscles provide contraction of the earthworm’s shortened segments. During locomotion, thicker segments come in contact with the surface, and the friction created between the shortened segments and the ground increases.

2. The elongated segments extend in the axial direction through the circular muscles. Reduced friction between the elongated segments and the moving surface keeps the smooth movement of the segments. Furthermore, the elongated segments can move forward as the shortened segments maintain contact with the surface.

3. There are three advantages for such locomotion pattern: (a) It requires less space than other locomotion types, e.g., bipedal-based, wheel-based, or meandering
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locomotion. (b) It is expected to provide stability on irregular ground and inside a narrow pipe. (c) The earthworm becomes less susceptible to earth pressure. This pattern is deemed suitable not only for rescue robots but also for underground exploration and automatic endoscopic robots. Some robotic and biological engineering studies have recently investigated a peristaltic crawling robot based on the earthworm locomotion [28-30]. Similarly, various actuation methods have been studied to achieve this locomotion pattern [26, 31-39].

**FIGURE 2.** Typical earthworm structure. (a) An overview of the earthworm parts. (b) Parts of an earthworm. (c) Earthworm setae.

**FIGURE 3.** An actual earthworm locomotion pattern. Segments get shortened because of contraction by the longitudinal muscles, and segments elongate by actuation of the circular muscles.

### B. SEAVO II DRILLING ROBOT

Fig. 4 shows the conceptual model of SEAVO II, consisting mainly of an excavation unit and a propulsion unit. The former is aimed for ground excavation and for creating a space for locomotion, as in earthworms, whereas the latter is designed to move by extending and contracting cylinders to achieve the peristaltic movement of an earthworm [40, 41].

**FIGURE 4.** Conceptual model of SEAVO II with its excavation and propulsion units.

### B.1 EXCAVATION UNIT

As the excavation unit is principally designed for ground excavation, for discharging of drilled soil from the outlet, and for securing a space for an earthworm-like propulsion, it consists of a motor (RS-775GM504, Suzakugiken), the waterproof case for the motor, a discharging outlet, a casing pipe, an earth auger, and a head part, as systematically illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The earth auger is displayed in Fig. 5(b). Configuration-wise, the auger head excavates the ground, the auger screw conveys and discharges the drilled soil, and both have different diameters. Given this difference, the pitch of the head part is shortened to make the amount of soil moved per revolution equal in the auger head and each section of pitch length in the auger screw [23]. Section V considers the tip shape of the earth auger to reduce drilling resistance.

**FIGURE 5.** (a) Schematic diagram of the excavation unit. (b) Schematic diagram of the earth auger.

### B.2 PROPULSION UNIT

The propulsion unit moves in a similar manner as an earthworm. The propulsion unit and its internal structures are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b). The propulsion unit is patterned before the main parts of an earthworm, and the subunits correspond to an earthworm’s segments. On one hand, the propulsion unit contains a hollow structure through which the drilled soil passes. On the other hand, the propulsion subunit consists of setae (described in Section III), plates, a casing pipe, guide shafts, a pneumatic cylinder (CJ2B16-15Z, SMC), and a rubber tube. These setae are part of the mechanism for the improvement of the gripping force [40, 41]. Air pressure causes the expansion of the rubber tube, which slides 10 mm by extending and contracting the cylinder. Pneumatic actuators are currently applied for such activity, but for deep sea applications, hydraulic actuators are future implementations. In order to realize neutral buoyancy, we are planning to use a buoyant material on SEAVO II and to study a drilling method that does not depend on its own weight. Moreover, because SEAVO II can be propelled only by the propulsive force of cylinders, it can assume vertically upward and horizontal movements.
Various mechanisms have already been developed for mimicking the structure of earthworms, for instance, with PEW-RO using artificial muscles [35], an origami-inspired worm robot [26, 36], a mesh-body worm robot [37, 38], and a friction-controlled soft robot [39]. For this study, we reproduce earthworm locomotion using a rubber tube and a cylinder in consideration of a push force, dustproof method, control system, etc. In this study, we use three propulsion units because three is the minimal number of segments for achieving earthworm-like peristaltic locomotion. We have more choices on locomotion gaits with more segments, and more segments can increase the speed [42, 43].

**B.3 LOCOMOTION PRINCIPLE OF SEAVO II**

Fig. 7 provides an explanatory diagram for SEAVO II locomotion in the following five steps. Each propulsion subunit is labeled as subunits 1, 2, and 3, starting from the top.

1. Each expanded subunit maintains contact with the wall of the hole.
2. Subunit 1 contracts and moves forward.
3. Subunit 1 expands again. After that, subunit 2 contracts and moves forward.
4. Subunit 2 expands again. Next, subunit 3 contracts.
5. Subunits 1 and 2 move backward simultaneously. At this point, the robot body moves forward relative to its starting position.

Such locomotion approach entails three advantages, as follows: (a) SEAVO II can move with less susceptibility to earth pressure, as the gripped part reciprocates during contraction. (b) SEAVO II operation is not dependent on its weight (gravitational force), and it advances using the propulsive force of cylinders. (c) SEAVO II does not need to push the soil away while excavating, and it can just expel the drilled soil out of the outlet.

**III. SETAE-ATTACHED PROPULSION UNIT AS MECHANISM FOR IMPROVING THE GRIPPING TORQUE**

The proposed setae-attached propulsion unit is patterned to the earthworm setae as a mechanism for improving the gripping torque. Such mechanism is necessary because underwater excavation using SEAVO II has yet to be realized at the present. As SEAVO II excavates the ground, the reaction torque to the body (drilling torque) needs the support of the frictional force (gripping torque) acting between the drilling hole and the robot. In underwater environments, we are concerned on the possibility that SEAVO II may be unable to provide sufficient support to the drilling torque and therefore may not excavate because of ground fluidization. By fact, the gripping torque in an underwater environment is 72.9% lower than that in land and is less than the drilling torque [44]. A gripping torque that is lower than the drilling torque induces the rotation of the main body, in which SEAVO II would fall into a "propulsion impossible" state. Therefore, it is fundamentally necessary to improve the gripping torque for underwater excavation. This section highlights the description of the setae-attached propulsion unit designed to improve the propulsion ability of SEAVO II.

**A. SETAE-ATTACHED PROPULSION UNIT**

In reference to the earthworm parts depicted in Fig. 2, the locomotion and burrowing efficiency of the drilling robot is improved by the addition of bristles called setae on the segment surface. The setae can stretch out as the segment is radially expanded to increase the resistance force or form a temporary anchorage between the segment and the environment. In addition, the setae exhibit a slippery characteristic along the propulsion direction, which is less slippery in the reverse direction. On this account, the setae are useful for preventing slippage during movement [39-41, 45-
We consider these facts for the configuration design of the setae-attached propulsion unit.

A prototype of the propulsion subunit is shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 9(a), the setae are spread passively by expansion of the subunit, which increases friction with surroundings, as anchors. Nevertheless, during contraction of the subunit, these setae are in close contact with the surface of the subunit and have little influence on the surroundings, a new mechanism that is expected to improve the gripping torque of the subunit. The material, shape, and mounting position of the setae are described as follows. The setae material is made of cut-out 2-mm aluminum plates (A 2017) shaped into rhombus. A 2017 is the material used experimentally herein, but a future consideration is expected to be carried out with an aluminum plate (A5052), which is characterized by high resistance to seawater. For the shape, aside from rhombus, as shown in Fig. 9(b), other shapes are considered, for instance, circular or rectangular. Rhombus was the shape adopted as it exhibits small resistance during contraction and propulsion and can potentially improve the gripping torque. Regarding the position where the setae are attached, the actual location in earthworms is considered, that is, in the forward part of each segment, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). On the contrary, because earthworms are faced with the difficulty to move backward with this structure, the setae in SEAVO II is attached at the middle part of the propulsion unit, as shown in Fig. 8, to enable the forward and backward drilling movements [40, 41].

![FIGURE 8. Actual appearance of the setae-attached propulsion subunit. (a) An unpressurized propulsion subunit. (b) Pressurized with 30 kPa.](image)

![FIGURE 9. Gripping mechanism of the setae-attached propulsion subunit. (a) Setae spread by expansion of the subunit and increase in friction with surroundings, as anchors. (b) Adopted setae shape.](image)

**B. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SETAE-ATTACHED PROPULSION UNIT**

We conducted experiments examining the characteristics of the setae-attached propulsion unit and verifying the influence of the number of setae on the gripping torque.

Let us first describe the target value of the gripping torque. A gripping torque that falls below the drilling torque value leads to the inability of SEAVO II to perform excavations by slipping. We confirmed that the rotation of the earth auger at 20 rpm generates a drilling torque of up to 8.8 N m, according to experiments assessing the rotational speed characteristics of the robot (Section IV.C.1) in the simulated ground. For this simulation experiment, Toyoura sand was used as the sediment. The experimental process and details of Toyoura sand are described in Section IV.B.1. Two propulsion subunits were always inflated to support the excavation, by gripping of the wall surface, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In other words, a gripping torque of at least 4.4 N m was required for each propulsion subunit. On the basis of these conditions, the target gripping torque of the propulsion subunit was set to 4.4 N m.

Fig. 10 shows the equipment used in the experiment, which is composed of the propulsion subunit, an aluminum frame, a digital force gauge (FGJN-50, SHIMPO), and 590-mm long, 300-mm wide, and 30-mm high simulated ground. As earlier stated, Toyoura sand (Toyoura Keiseki Kogyo Co., Ltd.) was used for the simulated sediment. The experimental process was performed as follows. First, the propulsion subunit was buried in the simulated ground, and then, air pressure was applied on the subunit. Next, a load was applied in the rotational direction. For this step, the load was measured using a digital force gauge as soon as the propulsion subunit started moving. We repeated the experiment three times and calculated the average value of the gripping torque in those instances. Moreover, three prototype units with zero, two, four, and six setae attached were fabricated to assess their characteristics.

![FIGURE 10. Experimental setup in measuring the gripping torque. (a) Picture of the setup. (b) Front view. (c) Top view.](image)

**C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Fig. 11 provides a graphical illustration of the experimental results for each propulsion subunit. Here, the gripping torque
of the propulsion subunit was confirmed to increase with the attached setae. With no setae, the maximum gripping torque was 3.5 N m, which was less than the target 4.4 N m, at a pressure of 30 kPa. Moreover, the maximum gripping torque for six attached setae was 5.8 N m at the same pressure condition. Compared with the value yielded for the subunit without setae, the gripping torque for six setae, for 30 kPa, improved by 1.7 times, achieving the target value. In addition, the gripping torque was improved with more setae attached, by an average of approximately 0.35 N m per setae. As shown in Fig. 9(a), the setae attached to the propulsion subunit spread as the rubber tube expanded, along with an increase in the friction with the surroundings. Consequently, the gripping torque increased. More specifically, friction with the surroundings increased with increasing number of setae attached on the subunit. Similarly, the gripping torque at 0 kPa increased corresponding to the number of setae, although such increase was relatively small with respect to the gripping torque at the time of expansion. Thus, it was decided that the corresponding influence on the excavation operation was small. At an applied pressure of 20 kPa, the results with no bristles were 0.4 N m greater than those with two bristles. Such factor may be attributed to the fact that it was difficult to make the density of the underwater ground completely consistent in each measurement [41]. The above facts confirm the usefulness of the setae attached to the propulsion subunit, as detailed later in Section VI.

potentially effective in reducing the drilling resistance. However, applying these methods to SEAVO II requires mounting of new actuators on its body. This section introduces an alternative method of reducing the drilling resistance without the need to mount new actuators [49].

A. MODELING OF THE EXCAVATION UNIT DURING EXCAVATION

Fig. 12 shows a model of the excavation unit during excavation. For this section, the relationship between the penetration speed and the rotational speed was derived from the relationship between the cut soil and the discharged soil. Here, the volume of the cut soil was labeled as $V_1$, and the volume of the discharged soil was $V_2$. Soil density inside SEAVO II varies based on the relationship between $V_1$ and $V_2$ as follows:

1. $V_1 > V_2$

   Soil density inside SEAVO II increases when $V_2$ is less $V_1$. Further, the soil necessary for propulsion cannot be excavated and removed, and the ground is compressed. As a result, the drilling resistance increases, and the speed of SEAVO II decreases.

2. $V_1 = V_2$

   Under this condition, the space necessary for propulsion can be excavated, and the soil can be removed.

3. $V_1 < V_2$

   When $V_2$ exceeds $V_1$, the space required for propulsion can be excavated, and the soil can be removed. However, this is accompanied by an increase in friction due to the faster rotational speed.

First, we would like to determine the penetration speed $v$ and the rotational speed $f$ when $V_1 = V_2$, given the pitch of the earth auger $P$ and penetration distance per revolution of the earth auger of $60v/f$. If the earth auger rotates $n$ times as it penetrates to a predetermined depth, then $V_1$ is given by

$$V_1 = nLA\left(60 \frac{v}{f}\right)\quad(1)$$

where $L$ is the rate of change in the soil volume (the amount of soil after loosening/the amount of soil before loosening), $A$ is the cross-sectional area of the head ($A = \pi D^2/4$), and $D$ is the head diameter. Next, we consider the volume of the discharged soil. The height of rising soil after one rotation of the earth auger is given by $P - 60v/f$. Owing to friction, the soil discharge efficiency decreases. For simplicity, this factor was ignored here. Correspondingly, $V_2$ is expressed by

$$V_2 = nS\left(P - 60 \frac{v}{f}\right)\quad(2)$$

where $S$ is the effective cross-sectional area of the outlet ($S = \pi d_s^2/4 - \pi d_i^2/4$). Setting $V_1 = V_2$, we obtain

$$f = 60v\left(\frac{LA + S}{SP}\right)\quad(3)$$

FIGURE 11. Relationship between applied pressure and gripping torque.

IV. REDUCTION OF DRILLING RESISTANCE BASED ON THE DRILLING PROPERTIES OF UNDERWATER GROUND

A large resistance is often times a serious problem in drilling. To improve the speed of SEAVO II, we reduced the drilling resistance. There were several methods proposed for drilling resistance reduction, including the application of water jetting, vibration, and telescopic motion. For the water jetting method, which is often used for the riser drilling system [44, 48], water or drilling mud is injected from the tip of the drill bit. The vibrational method has been proven effective for boring machines, whereas the telescopic motion method has been used for some digging robots, such as the RoboClam [20] and the Actuated Bivalve Robot [21]. These three methods are
In summary, Eq. (3) shows a simple relationship between the rotational speed and the penetration speed assuming \( V_1 = V_2 \) and is a useful equation when selecting the suitable rotational and penetration speeds for reducing the drilling resistance. On the contrary, this model does not consider the complex soil behavior, which led us to conduct two experiments: one for clarifying the difference of the drilling properties between the dried ground and the underwater ground, and another for investigating the drilling properties by the difference of the rotational speeds in the underwater ground. The validity of the model is discussed alongside a comparison between the results of these experiments [49].

![FIGURE 12. A model of the excavation unit during excavation.](image)

**B. DIFFERENCE IN DRILLING PROPERTIES BETWEEN DRY AND UNDERWATER GROUND**

The drilling properties of underwater ground are clarified under this section in terms of a comparison of the differences in the drilling torque for land drilling against that of underwater. Consequently, we use the results to describe the relationship between the penetration speed and the drilling resistance for underwater drilling.

**B.1 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE DRILLING PROPERTIES**

We aimed to experimentally clarify the drilling properties of underwater ground because of its complex behavior, which makes theoretical analysis difficult. Fig. 13 illustrates the experimental setup, which consists of an excavation unit, linear guides, guide carriages, simulated ground, a draw wire encoder (D-1000Z-V, MUTOH), weights, and a counterweight. The excavation unit was fixed to the aluminum frame to ensure that it will not rotate, and it moved in the vertical direction along the slide rail. The counterweight was applied to stop the activity of the excavation unit. Without it, the excavation unit would descend because of its own weight. During the experiment, the excavation unit was propelled 10 mm every 75 s by lifting the counterweight. Such movement pattern was equivalent to the locomotion of SEAVO II, as shown in Fig. 7. The weight was mounted on the drilling unit to make the propulsive force of SEAVO II and that of the excavation unit used in this experiment coincide. SEAVO II advanced while pressing the ground by the cylinder force, which was measured using a force gauge to be 82 N. Meanwhile, the propulsive force of the excavation unit in this experiment coincided to the weight of the excavation unit. Therefore, both weights were attached to the excavation unit to provide drilling loads equivalent to the propulsive force (82 N) of SEAVO II. Moreover, the earth auger was rotated at 10 rpm. To ascertain the drilling resistance, we calculated the drilling torque from the current value of the motor (RS-775GM504, Suzakugiken) and measured the excavation depth using the draw wire encoder.

The simulated ground represented the surface layer of a seafloor. An actual seafloor contains various materials such as sand, mud, and plankton carcasses. Therefore, reproduction was difficult with the diversity and unevenness of marine sediments. On such consideration, we experimentally selected Toyoura sands (Toyoura Keiseki Kogyo Co., Ltd.), a main component of the marine sediment of uniform granularity, from the viewpoint of reproducibility of the experiment. The basic compositions of the Toyoura sand are listed in Table 1. The sediments were considered to have uniform deposition because the deep tide current was very slow, at approximately 3.6 mph. In detail, the simulated ground was produced following this procedure. A tank was first filled with a certain amount of tap water, and then, the sand was scattered in small amounts from the top and deposited uniformly in the tank up to a height of 550 mm. Dimension-wise, the tank was 500-mm long, 500-mm wide, and 1000-mm high. In the water-saturated sediment, the volume of the contained moisture corresponded to the pore volume of the deposit. Therefore, its porosity could be calculated from the pore volume, which was 40%. We presumed that water pressure had no influence on the seafloor soils because it acted isotropically on the sand particle. On the basis of Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), it was clear that, regardless of water depth, the effective stress acting on the sand particles did not change. The total stress \( \sigma \) in the underwater ground is given as [50, 51]

\[
\sigma = \sigma' + u,
\]

where \( \sigma' \) is the effective stress and \( u \) is the pore water pressure expressed by

\[
\sigma' = \rho_s g z,
\]

\[
u = \rho_w g (h + z),
\]

where \( \rho_s \) is the density of sand, \( \rho_w \) is the density of water, \( g \) is gravitational acceleration, \( z \) is ground depth, and \( h \) is sea depth. The effective stress is the only effective factor for ground deformation [52, 53]; thus, water pressure would have no influence on the seafloor soil.
B.2 DIFFERENCE IN DRILLING PROPERTIES BETWEEN DRY AND UNDERWATER GROUND

Fig. 14 displays time-lapse photos of the experiment. After 247 s, the excavation unit discharged the drilled soil from the outlet part, and the drilled soil was deposited around the penetration area. We ended the experiment at 1500 s when the excavation unit reached the lowest end of its movable range. The results of the drilling torque and the excavation depth in the submerged ground are shown in Fig. 15. There were two types of drilling torque: the cutting torque and the conveying torque. The cutting torque was generated at regular intervals, the timing of which was coincident with the time the excavation depth increased. Consequently, the cutting torque existed once the ground was cut with the earth auger, whereas the conveying torque (between the cutting torques) occurred once the drilled soils were conveyed away.

The experimental results of the drilling torque in both submerged and dried ground are shown in Fig. 16. The cutting torque gradually increased from the start and then decreased after 463 s. On the contrary, the cutting torque in the dried ground did not change. The associated increase in the cutting torque of the submerged ground surface layer was due to its large moisture content and the fast initial penetration speed of the excavation unit, as a consequence of the loose ground. As shown in Fig. 15 (b), the excavation unit at the maximum drilling torque point descended in 10 s. Moreover, the penetration speed decreased as the ground became harder with depth, or rather generally, the penetration speed decreased with excavation depth, as depicted in Fig. 15 (c). In Fig. 15 (c), the excavation unit descended in 20 s. A few factors were involved in the variation of the drilling torque relative to the penetration speed. For instance, shear stress was generated in the submerged ground as the excavation proceeded. Conversely, the volume of the submerged ground expanded because of this shear stress, which is essentially described as the phenomenon of dilatancy. Dilatancy causes internal forces to agglomerate the sand particles, causing pore water pressure on the ground to decrease. At low penetration speed, the surrounding water intrudes, and the pore water pressure immediately returns to the original state. By contrast, when the penetration speed is fast, the water supply cannot intrude, and the pore water pressure remains low. When the second case occurs, both the shear and drilling resistances increase because of the associated increase in effective stress [54-56].

In general, the submerged ground is characterized by dilatancy, which further causes penetration speed to greatly affect the drilling resistance. For this reason, the slow penetration speed of SEAVO II effectively reduces the drilling resistance [49].
C. DRILLING PROPERTIES CAUSED BY THE DIFFERENCE IN ROTATIONAL SPEED

This section provides a discussion on rotational speeds that can be applied for efficient underground excavation with the drilling robot. We show a derived equation manifesting the relationship between the rotational speed and the penetration speed, which may be useful for reducing the drilling resistance. The experimental setup is similar to that described in Section IV.B.1.

C.1 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experiments for this activity were carried out in submerged ground under four rotational speed conditions, namely, 10, 20, 30, and 40 rpm. The results are shown in Fig. 17. For each rotational speed, the drilling torque was divided into the cutting torque and the conveying torque, and the average value of each was calculated. Fig. 18(a) and Fig. 18(b) display the average cutting and conveying torques, respectively. Here, the average cutting torque initially decreased and then increased with faster rotational speed. At 20 rpm, the average cutting torque achieved a minimum value. Its value at 10 rpm was larger than that at 20 rpm because of the following. Basically, the amount of soil cut by the earth auger head and taken into the robot body is referred to as the cut soil, and the amount of soil discharged by the earth auger screw is defined as the discharged soil. At low rotational speed, the discharged soil per unit time would decrease, whereas the cut soil per unit time would depend on the penetration speed of SEAVO II. Thus, the amount of discharged soil would be less than the amount of cut soil. In such case, the density of the soil inside SEAVO II would increase. Further, the soil necessary for propulsion could not be excavated nor removed, leading to the ground being compressed. Consequently, the drilling resistance and drilling torque would increase. At a rotational speed faster than 20 rpm, the average cutting torque would increase because of increased friction buildup following the increase in rotational speed. Similarly, the average conveying torque would increase.

C.2 THEORETICAL VALUE OF PARAMETERS

We substituted the values of the parameters from the above experiment into Eq. (3) to obtain the theoretical value of rotational speed \( f \). The values of each parameter, defined as in the previous sections, were as follows: \( L = 1.1 \text{ mm} \), \( D = 150 \text{ mm} \), \( A = 17.7 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^2 \), \( d_1 = 20 \text{ mm} \), \( d_2 = 60 \text{ mm} \), \( S = 2.5 \times 10^3 \text{ mm}^2 \), \( P = 60 \text{ mm} \), and \( v = 2.6 \text{ mm/s} \). \( L \) is the value used in the sandy ground, and \( v \) is the average value calculated from the result of the excavation depth. Substituting these parameters into Eq. (3) produced a rotational speed of 23 rpm. Moreover, the experimental results showed that the drilling torque was lowest at 20 rpm, which justifies Eq. (3). In summary, Eq. (3) reflects a simple relationship between the rotational speed and the penetration speed, assuming that \( V_1 = V_2 \). This equation is useful when selecting the appropriate rotational and penetration speeds for the reduction of the drilling resistance [46].

![FIGURE 17. Torque at varying rotational speed (10, 20, 30, and 40 rpm).](image1)

![FIGURE 18. Average torque. (a) Average cutting torque and (b) average conveying torque at varying rotational speeds.](image2)

D. ROTATIONAL AND PENETRATION SPEED REQUIREMENT FOR SEAVO II

We specified the required rotational and penetration speeds of SEAVO II based on the combined results of Sections IV.A, IV.B, and IV.C. As mentioned in Section IV.B, low penetration speed suppresses dilatancy and helps in reducing drilling resistance. As for the other two sections, it is implied that drilling can be performed most efficiently considering a rotational speed of 20 rpm, which is our reason for setting the rotational speed of the robot to this value. Substituting 20 rpm in Eq. (3) yields a penetration speed of 2.3 mm/s, which should be maintained until drilling completion. However, the current penetration speed of SEAVO II is 6.8 mm/s because of the instantaneously pressurized cylinder. This value is too fast. This section describes a control mechanism for controlling such excessive penetration speed. Fig. 19 addresses the control system of SEAVO II. Here, air is supplied by the compressor, and expansion and contraction of the rubber tube and the cylinder are controlled by an on–off valve (V100-1-6, SMC). Each on–off valve is controlled via a microcomputer (Arduino). In addition, there is a difference in applied pressure for the rubber tube (30 kPa) and the cylinder (200 kPa) so that such was adjusted via a regulator. To suppress the penetration speed, we controlled the on–off valve (V100-1-6, SMC) via a microcomputer (Arduino) and pressurized the air to the cylinder in a stepwise manner. The difference in the propulsive distance SEAVO II travels between the stepwise air application (\( v = 2.3 \text{ mm/s} \)) and instantaneous air application (\( v = 6.8 \text{ mm/s} \)) is shown in Fig. 20, and the usefulness of these conditions is confirmed in Section VI.
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B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results for the drilling torque using the flat-tip type and rake-type earth augers are shown in Fig. 22. For the latter, the conveying torque decreased, and the cutting torque increased. Reduction in the conveying torque was attributed to the loosened sand at the rake section, as well as the decrease in the density of the drilled soil. On the contrary, the cutting torque increased because of a larger area of the bits of the rake-type earth auger, as compared to the former. Specifically, the maximum drilling torque yield using the rake-type earth auger was 9.2 N m at 1139 s, and that for the flat-tip type was 9.6 N m at 463 s.

Accordingly, the results for the drilling torque using the flat-tip type and cone-tip type earth augers are illustrated in Fig. 23. Here, both the cutting torque and conveying torque of the two earth augers decreased, the former being attributed to the loosened compression of the front ground by the conical tip. Moreover, cutting the ground by the screw contributed to a low torque. Meanwhile, the conveying torque declined because of the loosening of the drilled soil by the screw part. The maximum drilling torque yield by the cone-tip type earth auger was 5.0 N m at 371 s [44].

The results above confirm the usefulness of the cone-tip type earth auger. Thus, we applied it on the system of SEAVO II in conducting the drilling experiments described in Section VI.

V. CONE-TIP-TYPE EARTH AUGER AS A MECHANISM OF DRILLING TORQUE REDUCTION

An earth auger rotating in the soil receives a corresponding drilling torque from the soil. On such basis, a large drilling torque generated by the system becomes a serious problem. During propulsion, the soil in front of SEAVO II was compressed, leading to instantaneous generation of a large cutting torque. Such cutting torque should be lessened to loosen the front ground. This section presents the suitable earth auger shape to aid in the reduction of the drilling resistance. In particular, two new kinds of earth auger with stirring function, namely, cone-tip type and rake type, are proposed, in consideration of their relative performance [44].

A. CONE-TIP-TYPE AND RAKE-TYPE EARTH AUGERS

Flat-tip-type (previous type), rake-type, and cone-tip-type earth augers are displayed in Fig. 21(a), Fig. 21(b), and Fig. 21(c), respectively. By function, the rake type enlarges the earth auger a bit to loosen the soil, whereas the cone-tip type, owing to its conical shape, helps in reducing the penetration resistance. Further, the screw part of the tip of the cone type loosens the soil to reduce the drilling torque. We tested the drilling performance of these earth augers to validate their usefulness, following the same experimental setup as that described in Section IV.B.1. Each earth auger was rotated at 10 rpm.

VI. DRILLING EXPERIMENTS WITH SEAVO II

We thus far confirmed the reasonable usefulness of the setae-attached propulsion unit, with the low penetration speed and cone-tip-type earth auger suggested by the drilling experiments in the previous section. Here, we compare the torque and the corresponding excavation depth after performing three kinds of experiments, as shown in Table 2. The setae-attached propulsion unit was mounted on the
drilling robot for all experiments. Table 2 confirms the usefulness of low penetration speed in Experiment 2, as compared to Experiment 1, and Experiment 3 demonstrates the usefulness of the cone-tip-type earth auger, as compared to the flat-tip type in Experiment 2.

### TABLE 2. Experimental contents of SEAVO II excavation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Penetration speed</th>
<th>Earth auger</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1</td>
<td>Fast (6.8 mm/s)</td>
<td>Flat tip type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2</td>
<td>Slow (2.3 mm/s)</td>
<td>Flat tip type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3</td>
<td>Slow (2.3 mm/s)</td>
<td>Cone tip type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## A. SEAVO II EXCAVATION EXPERIMENT

Fig. 24 presents an overview of the developed SEAVO II drilling robot, particularly covered with a rubber tube for dustproofing. The accompanying experimental setup is shown in Fig. 25, consisting of the SEAVO II equipment, a launcher, simulated ground, and a draw wire encoder (D-1000Z-V, MUTOH). The launcher served as a supporting frame for the robot. For this experiment, we compared the drilling torque and the completion time, measured the motor current, and calculated the drilling torque based on this current. Additionally, we measured the excavation depth using a draw wire encoder. The experiment was terminated once SEAVO II reached 430 mm because of limitations associated to the setup.

![FIGURE 24. Dustproofed SEAVO II with setae.](image)

![FIGURE 25. Experimental setup for the SEAVO II excavation.](image)

## B. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON EXPERIMENT 1

We conducted Experiment 1 by installing a setae-attached propulsion unit on SEAVO II. Here, the penetration speed for the robot was 6.8 mm/s using a flat-tip-type earth auger. Fig. 26 shows the time-lapse photos of the SEAVO II excavation up to 1800 s, after which the inside of the aquarium became turbid because of the soil discharged from SEAVO II, which created a difficulty in visually confirming the measurement values. The discharge of soil from the outlet of SEAVO II was confirmed at 540 s. Further, SEAVO II reached 430 mm (the distance from the tip to the outlet) at 4686 s. Fig. 27 depicts the state when water in the soil tank was removed after the experiment. Notice that the entire robot has penetrated the ground. The torque and excavation depth results for SEAVO II under Experiment 1 are illustrated in Fig. 28. Apparently, a large drilling torque was generated at the surface from dilatancy, previously described in Section IV.B.2. With respect to the usefulness of the setae-attached propulsion unit, the results in Section III.C justified that the allowable torque that can be supported by two subunits without setae is 7.4 N m, and the allowable torque that can be supported by two setae-attached subunits is 11.6 N m. In Experiment 1, the maximum value of the torque was 10.5 N m at 1061 s, although several drilling torques above 7.6 N m were recorded. Thus, given the case where setae were not attached to SEAVO II, the robot would not excavate. Meanwhile, underwater drilling was successful after mounting the setae-attached propulsion unit. In particular, the completion time for excavating 430 mm was 4686 s, which was 1461 s slower than the expected completion time of 3225 s, presumably because SEAVO II is capable of self-propulsion by 10 mm every 75 s. With the slow completion time, the soil for discharge could not be excavated and removed as an activity to generate locomotion space because of an increase in the drilling resistance. As a consequence, the speed of SEAVO II decreased.

![FIGURE 26. Time-lapse photos for SEAVO II excavation up to 1800 s.](image)
The main findings of the study can be generalized as follows:

- A setae-attached propulsion subunit patterned on the structural appearance of an earthworm was proposed for underwater excavation. We conducted experiments to validate the usefulness of the subunit in propulsion. Consequently, the gripping torque improved by 1.7 times with the attached setae.
• An equation showing the relationship between the rotational speed and the penetration speed was successfully derived and further employed to obtain reasonable conditions (penetration speed: 2.3 mm/s; rotational speed: 20 rpm) for efficiently reducing the drilling resistance.

• A cone-tip-type earth auger for the robot equipment was developed to aid in the reduction of the drilling torque. We successfully demonstrated its ability to reduce the drilling torque via experiments.

• Our proposed underwater drilling robot SEAVO II, equipped with a setae-attached propulsion unit, designed via consideration of the conditions of rotational and penetration speeds above, and mounted with a cone-tip-type earth auger, was the highlight of the study. We performed several underwater drilling experiments, which confirmed the capability of SEAVO II to fully excavate a depth of 430 mm at 3231 s. The experiments likewise confirmed the usefulness of SEAVO II for seafloor excavations.

Note that we had to stop the experiment as soon as SEAVO II excavated a depth of 430 mm because of the limited size of the experimental equipment. Deeper than 430 mm, the discharging outlet would be buried, which makes discharging of the drilled soil impossible. Realizing this constraint, we are planning to formulate a new discharge mechanism to enable the smooth discharge of drilled soil by the proposed SEAVO II. This step would be complemented by shallow-area experiments in the ocean to assess the excavation feasibility for underwater ground depth beyond 430 mm. Additionally, we are planning to develop flexion joints for the robot to achieve directional drilling.
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